In recent years, many researchers have studied vibration suppression of fluttering plates using piezoelectric actuators. Lots of these researchers have focused on optimal placement of piezoelectric patches to obtain maximum controllability. Although mass and stiffness characteristics of bonded patches can alter aeroelastic behavior of fluttering plates, few of them considered the effect of the mentioned parameters in optimization process. This paper investigates effect of a bonded patch on aeroelastic behavior of cantilevered plates in supersonic flow. For this purpose, critical dynamic pressure and limit-cycle oscillations of the system are studied. Von Karman plate theory along with first order piston theory is employed for mathematical simulation of the system. Obtained results reveal that a bonded patch with a small mass ratio can change the system critical dynamic pressure significantly, where the main part of the variations is resulted from the added mass of the bonded patch. The maximum raise of dynamic pressure is acquired when the patch is placed on the plate's leading edge. The results show that mass and stiffness characteristics of bonded piezoelectric patches can have a great impact on aeroelastic performance of fluttering plates. Therefore, these parameters must be considered as effective factors for optimal placement of piezo-actuators.
Introduction
Recently, performance optimization of smart materials and structures has attracted many researchers. Lots of them focused on the optimal vibration suppression of fluttering plates and panels which are ideal models for wings and membrane elements of airplanes and missiles. For this aim, one of challenges was to obtain optimal location of piezoelectric actuators. Therefore lots of works were devoted to optimal placement of the bonded actuators. Most of researchers used controllability-based optimization methods for maximizing system controllability index e.g., see [1] [2] [3] [4] . Although, in specific patch positions, mass and stiffness 2 Journal of Applied Mathematics characteristics of the bonded patches can considerably alter aeroelastic behavior of fluttering plates, few researchers considered variations of system dynamics in the optimization process.
Nam et al. 5 accounted for patch mass and stiffness effect in their optimization method by including closed-loop damping ratios as design constraints in optimization objective function. Richard and Clark 6 included patch mass and stiffness effects within their optimization routine indirectly by introducing a metric which presents a rough prediction of the effects of patch mass and stiffness contributions on the system. According to our survey, no study is published in the literature focusing on the effect of patch position on dynamic response of plates subjected to air flow. In the present paper, our special attention is to study effect of bonded patches on critical dynamic pressure of cantilevered plates and vibration amplitude of fluttering plates.
Von Karman plate theory 7 is employed for mathematical simulation of the structure which reduces computational efforts considerably in comparison with higher-order plate theories. A recent study by Amabili and Farhadi 8 shows that, for isotropic and multilayer composite plates, nonlinear vibration behavior predicted by Von Karman plate theory is almost identical with that predicted by higher-order plate theories if the computed natural frequencies from these theories are the same. It is worth mentioning that natural frequencies calculated by Von Karman theory are in a good agreement with those of higher-order plate theories if the lateral shear deformations are negligible. Since we use a thin cantilevered plate and only a single patch with a small thickness ratio is bonded to the plate, this case is true for our survey. In this study, embedded piezoelectric actuator is simply modeled as conventional structural materials and its piezoelectric properties are ignored.
Air flow pressure is modeled using first-order plate theory. This aerodynamic theory is valid for irrotational nonviscous air flows and limits our survey to supersonic region. Also, Kane and Levinson's dynamic method 9 is used to obtain nonlinear governing equations of motion. Critical dynamic pressure of the structure is determined ignoring nonlinear terms in the governing equations. In order to obtain maximum critical dynamic pressure, the patch is placed in different positions and critical dynamic pressure is calculated. Then, effect of bonded patch on limit-cycle oscillations of the fluttering plate is investigated. The obtained results show that bonding a patch with a small mass ratio to a cantilevered plate can effectively alter its critical dynamic pressure and amplitude of limit-cycle oscillations. In fact, by placing a patch on the plate, vibration mode shapes of the plate change. Hence, aerodynamic couplings between vibrating modes are magnified or restrained.
Current methods of patch placement are based on system controllability optimization. In these methods, it is assumed that effect of patch's structural characteristics on system dynamic is negligible and simply system controllability index is investigated. However this statement is not valid for cantilevered plates subjected to lateral supersonic flows.
While the main aim of investigators is to suppress vibrations of fluttering plates, presented results suggest utilization of hybrid method for vibration stabilization of the mentioned systems. These results suggest that there is a possibility to find actuator locations where the controllability index is not optimal; instead the aeroelastic characteristics of the system are modified so that the needed actuator effort reduces and therefore the overall control performance improves considerably. dimensions a P and b P located in coordinates x P ,y P . To guarantee the uniformity of the lateral flow, a baffled plate is considered Figure 1 b . According to the Kane dynamic method 9 , governing equations of motion are expressed as:
Governing Equations
where F * , F, and F ex are vectors of the generalized inertia forces, the generalized internal active forces, and the generalized external active forces, respectively, which are defined as follows:
whereq stands for time derivative of the generalized coordinates vector q while v P and a P are denoted for velocity and acceleration vectors of a generic point p, respectively, andẇ is lateral velocity of the plate. In addition, P is the aerodynamic pressure and U is the strain energy of the structure. Velocity and acceleration vectors can be obtained as follows: where u 0 , v 0 , and w 0 denote the midplane deformations along the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively, and e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 stand for the corresponding unite vectors.
Strain energy of the structure is calculated by
where C is the material stiffness matrix, ε is vector of strain components, and V is total volume of the structure. According to Von Karman plate theory, components of strain field are obtained through the following equation:
2.5
and strain vector is formed as below:
First-order piston theory is employed to obtain the aerodynamic pressure. This theory is used for steady flows with Mach number higher than 1.6 and determines air dynamic pressure as follows 11 :
In the above equation, ρ a and M ∞ -denote the air density and free-stream Mach number, respectively, and β is a dimensionless number defined as β M 2 ∞ − 1. Using Ritz method, displacement field components can be approximated as follows: x, i 1, 2, 3. For convenience, the above-assumed displacement functions are expressed in the matrix form as:
where N is the matrix of shape functions, q is the generalized coordinates vector, and a, b, and c are vectors made of the corresponding time-dependent coefficients reported in 2.8 . Introducing the following operator matrices:
and substituting 2.3 , 2.4 , and 2.7 into 2.2 , the generalized equations of motion are derived as follows:
where M, C A , and K A are denoted as mass matrix, aerodynamic damping matrix, and aerodynamic stiffness matrix, respectively, and K, K q , and Kstand for linear, quadratic, and cubic stiffness matrices, in that order. These matrices are introduced as given below:
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In 2.12 -2.17 , the following stiffness and operator matrices are used:
In 2.12 -2.15 , the introduced integrals are calculated over total volume including volume of the plate and the patch.
Critical Dynamic Pressure
Omitting nonlinear terms from 2.11 , the following linear equation is obtained:
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Assuming the generalized coordinates vector to be harmonice iωt , this equation reduces to a conventional eigenvalue problem:
where the corresponding eigenvalues depend on flow characteristics and in general form are complex values, as follows:
In the above equation, ω specifies vibration harmony and η shows damping rate. In aeroelasticity field, the system behavior is commonly discussed in terms of dimensionless dynamic pressure λ, which is given as
where D and h stand for flexural rigidity of the plate and plate thickness, respectively, and C 11 indicates the first element of the plate stiffness matrix. Solving characteristic equation 3.2 for different values of dimensionless dynamic pressures, it is observed that, for small values of λ, plate damping rate η is negative, which indicates that the plate vibrations decay gradually and system is stable. On the other hand, damping rate value μ becomes positive and plate oscillations turn into unstable zone when dynamic pressure goes beyond a critical value which is introduced by λ cr . In practice, existence of nonlinear stiffness terms in the governing equation limits the amplitude of vibration to a bounded value.
Numerical Results
In the present paper, power series are used as arbitrary functions 
4.1
Here, the characteristic matrices M, C A , K A , K, K q , and Kare calculated through exact analytical integrations using Mathematica software. 
In this paper, the free-stream Mach number is set to M ∞ 2 and air-panel mass ratio is considered as μ 0.1.
An aluminum base plate is considered E 70 GPa and v 0.3 and two materials are considered for the embedded patch, namely, aluminum and PZT5H. The employed material coefficients are reported in Table 2 12 .
Bonding a patch to the cantilever plate modifies the mass and stiffness matrices by some values, depending on the patch position, which in turn changes the critical dynamic pressure. Although mode shapes of the base plate are symmetric with respect to plate central axis, effect of patch placement on critical dynamic pressure is not symmetric. This asymmetry is caused by fluid flow which is unidirectional and asymmetric. Figures 2 a and 2 b exhibit variations of critical dynamic pressure versus patch position for a cantilevered plate with an aluminum patch and a cantilevered plate with a piezoelectric patch, respectively. According to the patch dimensions 4.3 and patch density Tables 2 and 3 , patch-to-plate mass ratio is .01 for the aluminum patch and is 0.03 for the piezoelectric patch. However, from Figure 2 a , it is observed that placement of these patches can increase the critical dynamic pressure of the base plate extensively. Calculations show that, for the case with the aluminum patch, maximum value of critical dynamic pressure is about 32% larger than the base value, and for the case with piezoelectric patch this value is about 50% larger than the base one. It means that bounding a patch with rather small mass ratio to a cantilevered plate alters its dynamic characteristics significantly. Figure 2 b shows that maximum increment of critical dynamic pressure is achieved when the patch is bonded at the free corner on the leading edge i.e., X, Y 0.75, 0 . In order to assess the effects of patch density and stiffness on critical dynamic pressure, separately, two piezoelectric patches with unreal material properties are considered: one with reduced mass 90% less than original value and the other one with reduced stiffness 90% less than original value . Figures 3 a and 3 b demonstrate variations of critical dynamic pressure versus patch position for the patch with reduced mass and the patch with reduced stiffness, respectively. From these figures, it can easily be concluded that patch density affects critical dynamic pressure more evidently in comparison with its stiffness.
In order to optimize the size of piezoelectric patch for passive stabilization of the flow-induced vibrations, variations of critical dynamic pressure versus patch size have been investigated. Obtained results show that, for different patch sizes and aspect ratios, the optimal location for maximum critical dynamic pressure matches with the free corner of the plate on the leading edge. In addition, variations of critical dynamic pressure versus patch location follow the same pattern as presented in Figure 2 b . Maximum critical dynamic pressure versus patch dimensional ratios is presented in Table 3 . From this table it can be observed that, by setting the patch length ratio a to a fixed value and by increasing the patch width ratio b monotonically, the maximum value of critical dynamic pressure increases firstly and then decreases significantly. On the other hand, by fixing the patch width ratio b , the maximum value of critical dynamic pressure increases as the patch length ratio a increases and converges to a boundary value.
In the sequel, a simply supported plate with dimensions a 0.4 m, δ 4/5, and η 0.01 is considered. A piezoelectric patch with dimensional ratios presented in 4.3 is bonded to the plate. For this case, variations of critical dynamic pressure versus patch location are demonstrated in Figure 4 . From this figure, it is observed that, for simply supported boundary conditions, placement of a piezoelectric patch on the plate will increase critical dynamic pressure by 10%, at maximum. This reveals that aeroelastic behavior of simply supported plates is less sensitive to the embedded patches. Therefore, effect of patch placement on system dynamic can be omitted and one can use controllability-based optimization methods to obtain optimal patch location. Table 5 : Dimensionless coordinates of points selected on the plate free edge for studying amplitude of limit-cycle oscillations. 
Effect of Bonded Patch on Limit-Cycle Oscillations
According to linear aeroelasticity theory, when dynamic pressure increases monastically, at the beginning plate vibrations are stable, but after passing a critical dynamic pressure, instability arises and vibration amplitude goes to infinity. In practice, existence of nonlinear terms in system governing equations leads the system to a limit-cycle oscillation problem. In order to study effect of embedded patch on limit-cycle oscillations, the piezoelectric patch is bonded on plate leading edge on the free corner, where the maximum critical dynamic pressure is acquired. Since nonlinear analysis can take a huge computation effort, in this section a reduced-order model is employed. For this purpose, firstly nonlinear terms in governing equations are omitted and eigenvectors of the linear method are defined. Then, plate deformation field is approximated using limited numbers of in-plane and out-of-plane mode shapes, as follows 13 : Table 4 ; letters WP represent the case with a bonded patch.
In order to select proper order of approximation series and appropriate number of inplane and out-of-plane vibration modes used for reduced model, a square cantilevered plate is considered. The plate is subjected to a supersonic flow with dynamic pressure λ 150 and amplitude of limit cycles is measured in dimensionless coordinates x, y a, 0.75 b . Runge-Kutta direct time integration is used for this analysis. A convergence study on Table 5 .
critical dynamic pressure is performed for a different number of selected modes and order of approximation series, as presented in Table 4 . For this convergence study, it has been assumed that orders of polynomial approximation series in x and y directions are the same M i N i N, i 1, 2, 3 . In addition, it has been assumed that a number of selected in-plane and out-of-plane mode shapes are equal n in n out n . From this table, it is observed that using polynomial series of order N 7 and selected mode numbers n 7 results in a good convergence in obtained solution. Additionally, using larger number of applied mode shapes may disturb the convergence e.g., n 8 . Figure 5 presents a comparison between limit-cycle amplitudes found by the current analysis with those of 14 . This comparison illustrates some differences between the obtained results. Since number of mode shapes employed in 14 is rather small and in-plane inertia forces are ignored there, some differences in the results are justifiable.
With the aim of studying effect of patch placement on limit-cycle oscillations and vibration mode shapes, a cantilevered plate with dimensions presented in 4.2 is considered. Two cases are considered for this plate, namely, without patch and with a patch having a size introduced by 4.3 . Five points on the free edge of the plate are selected. Table 5 presents dimensionless coordinates of these points. Amplitude of limit-cycle oscillations corresponding to the reported points is illustrated in Figure 6 , where letters WP indicate the case of cantilevered plate with an embedded patch. This figure clearly shows that bonding a patch on the plate free corner in the leading edge delays critical dynamic pressure and raise of limit-cycle amplitudes.
In order to have a better understanding of mode shape variations, limit-cycle amplitudes are illustrated versus normalized dynamic pressure in Figure 7 . This figure shows that, by bonding a patch in the mentioned coordinates and in comparison with the case without a patch, amplitude of limit cycles reduces moving from leading edge to trailing edge i.e., from point 1 to point 5 . This indicates a slight change in vibration mode shape. It is clear that variation of mode shape results in a change in aerodynamic couplings. Therefore, variation of aeroelastic behavior of plate is expectable.
Conclusion
In this paper, effect of patch placement on aeroelastic behavior of cantilevered plates is studied. Results show that, for this type of plates, bonding a patch with a small mass ratio changes critical dynamic pressure considerably. This yields a significant change in the dynamic of the system. A survey of the literature shows that this effect is ignored by lots of researchers. Evidently, such an important change in the system behavior demands some advanced methods for optimal actuator placement which respect system controllability minimization beside system passive performance improvement. Alternatively, investigators can explore patch location for optimal passive and active flutter controls, in parallel, and assess the most suitable one or combine the obtained results to develop a hybrid control methodology.
